McAfee Assessment Services

Assess potential gaps in your people, processes, and product performance

As new business requirements increase and new technologies are incorporated into your architecture, it is critical to ask important questions. Are we doing the right things? Are we doing them the right way? Are we getting them done well? Are we getting the benefits that we expected and paid for? When it’s time to clarify and close the potential gaps in your people, processes, and product performance, you can rely on McAfee® consultants to provide guidance. McAfee Assessment Services provides a detailed analysis of your McAfee solution with recommendations and action items organized by risk.

Key Advantages

- **Optimize your technology investment**: By assessing your McAfee solution, we provide the expertise to maintain maximum performance so you achieve optimal returns on your security investment. You’ll know your solution is precisely tuned to prevent, detect, and correct security threats.

- **Reduce risk and evaluate controls against leading best practice**: You want to know you are applying industry standards and best practices to strengthen your security posture and achieve compliance. Our team will evaluate the effectiveness of your current controls and reconcile them with your business objectives and overall appetite for risk.

- **Align your people, processes, and technology to your objectives**: Technology alone can’t provide the optimal levels of security you seek. To attain a security posture that’s increasingly proactive, you’ll need to know that your policies and procedures are working effectively and aligned to your objectives.

Meet Your Objectives

McAfee Assessment Services focus on analyzing the people, processes, and technology surrounding your entire McAfee solution. Our highly skilled and deeply experienced team assesses your environment in three phases:

1. Analyze the current state
2. Identify gaps and provide recommendations
3. Develop a roadmap for corrective action
We begin with an analysis of existing objectives, policies, and practices. It is essential to understand what your organization is trying to accomplish in relation to the current security posture. Drawing upon management’s stated objectives, success criteria, and established industry best practices, our consultants evaluate the key performance factors against which the current control set has been implemented.

We continue by reviewing configuration standards and system-hardening guidelines for the effective operation of your McAfee security solution. From this evaluation and review of the current state, gaps in your program are identified. We develop a comprehensive report that prioritizes action items based on risk level, enabling you to identify gaps and gain a clear, confident understanding of what steps must be taken to optimize your security solution. At the conclusion of the assessment, our consultants present their findings to your management team with a suggested roadmap and timeline for action.

The Power of Our Expertise

Though you are developing a sophisticated team to proactively address threats, the evolving landscape may be preventing you from realizing your security objectives. Our decades of experience supplying cybersecurity solutions across the entire enterprise enables our consultants to have a unique insight into how cyberattacks exploit gaps and vulnerabilities in your infrastructure. By assessing your environment, we can equip your staff with the knowledge and expertise they need to excel. Our consultants can help you establish actionable security plans to optimize your security solution, monitor the efficiency of your security measures, and establish after-action procedures to reduce your organization’s exposure to risk.

Learn More

McAfee Solution Services—part of the McAfee Professional Services team—is the key to ensuring your organization gets the most out of its McAfee solution investments. We offer customized services for businesses of all sizes, in all industries, with even the most complex requirements. Our specialists can help your organization assess current policies, create new programs that meet compliance goals, and cost effectively prepare for security emergencies. We can also help you:

- Align business and security objectives
- Meet compliance requirements
- Achieve comprehensive planning and guidance
- Effectively deploy and maintain your McAfee security solutions
- Prepare for upgrades and migrations

Find out more at www.mcafee.com/services.